ClearPath Adds to Advisory Board, Expands Policy Team

Washington, DC – Friday, January 14, 2022 – ClearPath announced a slate of new additions this week. Marty Hall is rejoining ClearPath's Advisory Board after a three-year stint as House Republican Climate Select Committee staff director, where he worked closely with Climate Select Ranking Member Garret Graves (R-LA).

“We are constantly working to educate and engage conservative policymakers on clean energy issues, and are thrilled to add Marty to our slate of advisors,” said Rich Powell, CEO of ClearPath. “His energy policy experiences in both the public and private sectors will help advise ClearPath on expanding that bench, and on policies that commercialize clean energy technologies needed to reduce global emissions as quickly and cheaply as possible.”

Hall was previously an environmental aide to former President George W. Bush, a senior vice president at Business Roundtable, and an executive with utility FirstEnergy.

Additionally, Grant Cummings, former legislative aide for U.S. Senator Dan Sullivan (R-AK), and Casey Kelly, former fellow for the International Council on Clean Transportation, have both joined as Policy Analysts.

Cummings will work across ClearPath’s clean energy technology portfolio, with a focus on export policies, trade, and carbon capture. In Senator Sullivan’s office, he worked on energy, infrastructure and emissions reduction legislation. His federal experience includes stints with the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, and with the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management as a Plans Section Engineer, where he worked to facilitate the development of U.S. Outer Continental Shelf energy and mineral resources in an environmentally and economically responsible way.

“We are incredibly excited for Grant to join our growing policy team,” said Jena Lococo, Program Manager of CCUS at ClearPath. “Grant’s public policy and industry experience will bring a valuable perspective as ClearPath continues its work on advancing carbon capture policies that reduce global carbon dioxide emissions.”

Kelly will work closely with our modeling and research team, supporting power markets and technology-specific research projects. In her most recent role, Kelly conducted research and developed reports on a variety of transportation fuels and fuels policies. Her background also
includes working as a retail electricity market analyst at TrueLight Energy where she was responsible for developing and managing price and load forecast models for the restructured electricity markets.

“We are elated to add Casey to our research team,” said Spencer Nelson, Managing Director of Research and New Initiatives at ClearPath. “Casey brings a wealth of expertise in power market and spatial analysis that will be a tremendous asset as ClearPath expands its research efforts.”
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ABOUT CLEARPATH
ClearPath 501(c)(3) was established by businessman Jay Faison in 2014. ClearPath’s mission is to develop and advance policies that accelerate breakthrough innovations that reduce emissions in the energy and industrial sectors. To advance that mission, we develop cutting-edge policy solutions on clean energy and industrial innovation. An entrepreneurial, strategic nonprofit, ClearPath 501(c)(3) collaborates with public and private sector stakeholders on innovations in nuclear energy, carbon capture, hydropower, natural gas, geothermal, energy storage, and heavy industry to enable private-sector deployment of critical technologies. Learn more at clearpath.org. Follow us on Twitter: @powellrich, @ClearPathAction